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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
27

Possible Exemplary Response:
The details about the setting affect the story by explaining Miyax’s urgency to connect with the wolves. Two 
details to support this are “She had been lost without food for many sleeps on the North Slope of Alaska” and “It 
had been a frightening moment two days ago when she realized that the tundra was an ocean of grass on which 
she was circling.” If Miyax does not connect with the wolves she will probably starve in that isolated setting.

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
27

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details about the setting affect the 
story (by strengthning the connection of the reader to it). This response provides evidence of analysis (help 
the reader feel like they were actually there; help the reader become more invested in the story; makes the 
readers more likely to want to read more and will have a bigger impact on them). The response provides a 
sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“A bird stretched 
in the grass. The wolf looked at it. A flower twisted in the wind. he glanced at that. Then the breeze ruffled 
the wolverine ruff on Miyax’s parka and it glistened in the light. He did not look at that.” and “The wolf’s 
ears cupped forward and tune din on some distant message from teh tundra. Miyax tensed and listened, too. 
Did he hear some brewing storm, some approching enemy? Apparently not. His ears relaxed and he rolled 
to his side.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
27

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details about the setting affect 
the story (by giving the reader a more in depth decsription of Julies expirence). The response provides a 
suffi cient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“No roads cross 
it; ponds and lakes freckle its imensity. Winds stream across it, and the view in every direction is the same,” 
and “NOt a tree grew anywhere to break to monotony of the gold green plain,”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
27

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details about the setting affect 
the story (It’s harder to find food where Julie is locatated). The response provides a sufficient number of 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (She had been lost without food for many 
sleeps on the north slope of alaska and If she could discover such a gesture for the wolves she would be able 
to make friends with them and share food like a bird or a fox). This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
27

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the details about the setting affect the 
story (puts forth the idea of monotony of the story); however, the response only provides one concrete detail 
from the text for support (“Not a tree grew anywhere to break the monotony of the gold-green plain, for the 
soils of the tundra are permanently frozen. Only moss, grass, lichens and a few hardy fl owers take root in 
the thin upper layer that thaws briefl y in the summer.”). This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                     Additional
27

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a suffi cient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“She had been lost without food for many sleeps on the North Slope of Alaska” and “The barren 
slope stretches for two hundred miles from the Brooks Range to the Arctic Ocean, and for more than eight 
hundred miles from Canada to the Chukchi Sea. No roads cross it; ponds and lakes freckle its immensity. 
Winds scream across it, and the view in every direction is exactly the same”); however, the response does 
not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the details about the setting affect the story. This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
27

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (It shows how the conditions are when they have to go hunt for food and It also shows that it makes 
hunting for food more difficult); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to 
explain how the details about the setting affect the story. This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
27

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is totally inaccurate (One effect 
“Not a tree Grew”. This detail Gave me that it must be very Hot).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
27

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is totally inaccurate (Details effect 
the story by proving that the prudiction she is in is bad bad she stills feels calm and safe trough out it).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
28

Possible Exemplary Response:
Jean Craighead George introduces the wolves in the story as necessary for Miyax’ survival, in contrast to the typical 
human fear of wolves. Miyax thinks if she learns to communicate like the wolves “she would be able to make 
friends with them and share their food” and make it more likely she can survive. She is in a desperate situation and 
has no room for fear: “She had been lost without food for many sleeps…and the very life in her body, its spark and 
warmth, depended upon these wolves for survival.”  

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
28

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to 
humans’ fear of wolves (contrasts the general stigma around wolves by having wolves represent Miyax’ 
safety). The response provides evidence of analysis (we see the author try to humanize the wolf, by showing 
how it looked at the wolf cubs). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text 
for support as required by the prompt (“and the very life in her body, its spark and warmth, depended upon 
these wolves for survival.” and “[…] the great wolf’s eyes softened at the sight of the little wolves […]”). 
This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
28

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides valid inferences from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to 
humans’ fear of wolves (by having the protagonist rely on one and Instead of being terrifyed by the wolf 
pack, she has a level of understanding about them). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete 
details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Many animals could tell the difference between 
hostile hunters and friendly people by merely looking at them.” and “True, she moved slowly and quietly, 
so as not to alarm him; yet she did wish he would see the kindness in her eyes.”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
28

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to 
humans’ fear of wolves (by writing about wolves that protect a human). The response provides a sufficient 
number of relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“the very life in her body…
depened upon these wolves” and Miyax was not frightened of the wolves and that they did not attack or hurt 
her). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
28

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to 
humans’ fear of wolves (by showing that Amaroq is very friendly and not scared); however, the response 
only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Amaroq was looking at her!’). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
28

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to 
humans’ fear of wolves (some animals we think is scary is scared of us humans); however, the response does 
not provide two relevant details from the text for support. This response includes complete sentences where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
28

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides only one relevant detail from the text for support (she thinks if she gets along with 
him they’ll share their food with her so she can survive). The response does not include a valid inference 
from the text to explain how the author presents a contrast to humans’ fear of wolves. The response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
28

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Long minutes passed, and the black 
wolf did not look at her. He had ignored her since she fi rst came upon them, two sleeps ago).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
28

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The author contrasts this idea by 
showing that the wolf doesn’t want to look at her and also that the wolf trys not to look at her).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
43

Possible Exemplary Response:
The phrase “keeping them truly wild” in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests that 
human interaction and intervention in animal lives should be avoided unless required to save an animal’s life.  The 
author describes a situation in Georgia where a man thought he was helping a stranded manatee, “…the man pushed 
the manatee back into the water. Scientists said the manatee was very likely just sunbathing on a warm December 
day.” On the other hand, sometimes animals do need human intervention – typically because they are in trouble 
caused by humans. The author describes a situation where an osprey was caught in fishing line and dangerously 
stuck upside down. This situation required intervention. “Migratory Bird specialist Bob Murphy…climbed the tree 
and cut away the fishing line.” Bob’s intervention saved the bird’s life, so it could then be rehabbed and released 
back into the wild. However, this is the exception and typically animals are capable of living their day-to-day lives 
without human assistance. We don’t know enough about animal needs to know whether we are hurting or harming 
them.

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
43

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “keeping them truly 
wild” in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests about helping wildlife in 
trouble (It means keeping the animals in their natural raw habitat and just letting them be). The response 
provides evidence of analysis (The example is used to say that this is their normal, they get left alone for 
hours and they become independent and that keeps them “wild” and The example is used to tell the reader 
that ‘rescuing’ an animal and bringing it somehwere new can be scary, disorienting and can cause issues 
with the animal because they need to be where they belong). The response provides a sufficient number of 
concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“...deer leave fawns alone for hours 
to look for food, and baby birds often leave the nest before they can fly, hopping around on the ground for 
days with the parents sometimes elsewhere getting food...” and “Transferring a bird or other wildlife may 
disorient it or cause other problems.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not 
impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
43

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “keeping them truly 
wild” in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests about helping wildlife in 
trouble (helping wildlife in trouble isn’t the best idea for people or the animal because it can hurt you and 
the animal). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as 
required by the prompt (“Many of us want to help wildlife when they appear to be in trouble, but in some 
cases, we need to redirect these instincts. Generally, the best thing to do is leave the animal slone. This 
protects both you and the animal.” and “Your “help” could also end up hurting you.”). This response 
includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
43

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “keeping them truly wild” 
in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests about helping wildlife in trouble 
(if they despritly need the help, help them. But if not you shall Leave them be). The response provides a 
sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“However, It was 
a recover and Release.” So they helped that animal till it was healed or was better. and “Not only that, 
But if they are truley in need, many animals require expert attention, immeditly.”). This response includes 
complete sentences where errors do not impact readability. 
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GUIDE PAPER 4
43

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “keeping them truly wild” 
in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests about helping wildlife in trouble 
(helping wildlife in trouble is not the best option for a human regarding their safety); however, the response 
provides only one concrete detail from the text for support (“a recent car commercial depicts a couple 
“rescuing” a bird from cold weather and driving it south.”). This response includes complete sentences 
where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
43

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “keeping them truly wild” 
in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests about helping wildlife in trouble 
(to keep the animals in there own habitat and keep them living how the animals are supposed to instead of 
making them live diffrent and not tamed or trained); however, the response does not provide two relevant 
details from the text for support. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
43

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides only one concrete detail from the text for support (“Wildlife rehab is the answer 
for an injured animal.”). The response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what the 
phrase “keeping them truly wild” in paragraph 12 of “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” suggests 
about helping wildlife in trouble. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
43

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the Animal are in a lot of damger 
because of the human action to kill wild life because the humans think that the Animal are damgeous to the 
people . the world is full with Animal that are in damger of going instare).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
43

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (In the exerpt what the author 
meant by “keeping them truly wild” was to not take the wild from where they are. It means not to change 
the way wildlife is. If you keep the wildlife “wild” you’re not changing it).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
44

Possible Exemplary Response:
The author in “Excerpt from Saving the Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees by 
comparing the fascination people have to swim with the manatees with the concerns for manatee safety. He starts 
by describing his own fascination, saying “The naturalist part of me says ‘Don’t touch,’ but to satisfy my human 
curiosity I reach out.” This shows the author has a clear perspective of the people who want to swim with manatees, 
since it was something he had done. However, he also understands that human interaction may harm the manatees. 
Save the Manatee Club describes the dangers of human interaction “perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas 
and making them susceptible to potential harm” such as less energy for important bodily functions like digestion.

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
44

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving 
the Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees (by showing both sides of the 
argument). The response provides evidence of analysis (This quote shows both sides clashing within one 
person and This quote shows the author’s position because it is saying bad things about touching manatees 
and good things about leaving them alone). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details 
from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The naturalist part of me says, ‘Don’t touch,’ but to 
satisfy my human curiosity, I reach out.” and “Save the Manatee Club believes touching manatees can alter 
their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas and making them susceptible 
to potential harm.”). The response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
44

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving 
the Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees (by asking their fourth graders 
after a snorkeling trip). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for 
support as required by the prompt (“Even though it was fun for us, I don’t think people should be allowed 
to swim with manatees or touch them because it disturbs their peacefulness.”” and “Save the Manatee 
Club believes touching manatees can alter their behavior in the wild.”). The response includes complete 
sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
44

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving 
the Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees (by taking his fouth graders 
to swim with the manatees and realizing that it hurts the animal when you touch it). The response provides 
a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I raise the 
issue with the fourth-graders after our snorkeling trip with the manatees in Crystal River. Should people be 
allowed to swim with manatees?” and “Some swimmers don’t understand how touching a manatee can be 
harmful to the animal”). The response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
44

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving the 
Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees ( hw took forth graders to a swim-
ming with manatees place and gave us examples of there opinions on it but then he shares one apinion […] 
then reflects off of this statement); however, the response provides only one concrete detail from the text for 
support (“ even though it was fun for us, i dont think people should be allowed to swim with manatees or 
touch them because it desturbes their peacefuloness”). The response includes a complete sentence where 
errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
44

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving the 
Manatees” develops his position about people swimming with manatees (by studying mantees and studying 
the people that have swam and touched mantees and their opinions about their experience); however, the 
response does not provide two relevant details from the text for support. The response includes a complete 
sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
44

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

The response provides a sufficient number of relevant details from the text for support as required by 
the prompt (groups in Florida believe that we shouldnt swim with manatees and fourth graders had a 
snorkeling trip with manatees in Crystal River); however, the response does not provide a valid inference 
from the text to explain how the author in “Excerpt from Saving the Manatees” develops his position about 
people swimming with manatees. The response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact 
readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
44

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The author of this story descibes 
how he swims with manatees. He descibes how to properly swim with them. In one insance, he scratched a 
manatee’s belly and it enjoyed it. Swimming with manatees can be scary, but not if you know how to).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
44

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (no touch  because mantees stay wild 
and natural).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
45

Possible Exemplary Response:
The ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt from Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument by imagining a future 
when the manatees’ safety is assured. He says, “The one thing swimming with the wild manatees did for all of us 
was make us advocates for manatees.” This suggests that the visit made a new generation aware of the need to 
protect manatees. He finishes this thought by saying “Maybe someday when people visiting Florida’s warm water 
springs and rivers may talk about the good old days when people could snorkel with manatees,” suggesting that 
there will come a time when the manatees’ needs will come ahead of human entertainment.

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1
45

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt from 
Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (it helps develop the encompassing idea that maybe it 
would be best for both people and manatees that humans wouldn’t be allowed to touch the manatees). The 
response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the 
prompt (“And besides, people actually have the most to gain by remaining at a distance when they spot 
a manatee in the water. By quietly observing manatees, snorkelers will get a rare opportunity to see the 
natural behavior of these unique animals.” and “Save the Manatee Club believes touching manatees 
can alter their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas and making them 
susceptible to potential harm. When manatees are in colder water, they expend valuable energy just to 
keep warm. This leaves little energy left for other important body functions, such as digestion.”). This 
response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 2                       Additional
45

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt from 
Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (swimming with the manatees were fun and made them 
advocates for them But in the end its very harmful to the manatees). The response provides a sufficient 
number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Even though it was fun for 
us I dont think people should be allowed to swim with manatees.” and “or touch them because it disturbs 
their peace.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 3
45

Score Point 2 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt 
from Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (Humans feeding into their selfish demands, can 
hurt a manateet calmly livehood). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the 
text for support as required by the prompt (“The one thing swimming with wild manatees did was make 
us adovates for manatees and “This leaves little enegry left for other important body functions such as 
digestion. Pursuing a manatee while diving swimming or boating may inadvertently seperate a mother and 
her calf.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 4
45

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt from 
Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (by saying that while touching the manatee satisfied the 
humans curiosity, it was harmful to the manatee by making them feel open to potential harm); however, 
the response only provides one relevant detail from the text for support (“Save the Manatee Club believes 
touching manatees can alter their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas 
and making them susceptible to potential harm). This response includes complete sentences where errors 
do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 5                       Additional
45

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt from 
Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (we need to help the manatees more […] We are just kind 
of using them for interanment); however, the response does not provide two relevant details from the text 
for support. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 6
45

Score Point 1 (out of 2 credits)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how ideas in paragraph 5 of “Excerpt 
from Saving Manatees” relate to the author’s argument (It’s proving that the author wants the best for the 
manatees); however, the response does not provide two relevant details from the text for support. This 
response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
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GUIDE PAPER 7
45

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (the main idea of paragraph 5 is back 
then he could go touch and swim with mantees but now you cant).
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GUIDE PAPER 8                       Additional
45

Score Point 0 (out of 2 credits)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (how the ideas developed in paragraph 
5 is the manatees used to be friendly but now you have to be careful).
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EXEMPLARY RESPONSE
46

Possible Exemplary Response:
Many people love the opportunity to be out in nature and get close to animals in the wild. Both the authors of 
“Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” and “Excerpt from Saving the Manatees” have a common goal of 
protecting wild animals in their natural habitat from enthusiastic and often intrusive human contact. In “Excerpt 
from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” Trott describes a number of scenarios that include different types of birds and 
animals impacted by human contact, while in “Excerpt from Saving the Manatees” Swinburne does a deep dive into 
manatee behavior and how humans can inadvertently cause harm.
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Trott describes the urge people have to help baby birds and animals, and how that can put the little ones in danger. 
“Young wildlife usually are not orphaned, even if a parent can’t be seen. For example, deer leave fawns alone for 
hours to look for food, and baby birds often leave the nest before they can fly, hopping around on the ground for days 
with the parents sometimes elsewhere getting food…” We have to remember that young animals do not have the 
same needs for supervision as humans, and by giving them an opportunity to fend for themselves they are learning 
survival skills for later in life. 

In addition to putting animals in danger, by helping animals you may put yourself at risk. Trott describes a scenario 
where a man pushed a sunbathing manatee into water on the mistaken assumption he was helping it. He explains 
“The man in Georgia was fine, but even people trained in manatee rescues are injured occasionally. Manatees may 
look slow and too bulky to cause injury, but a lot of strength and energy is hidden within their thick hide…” Working 
with an enormous marine mammal when you don’t know what you’re doing could cause serious injury.

On the other hand, sometimes animals need human intervention. Trott gives the following guidelines for times to 
help: “You’ll know a wild animal needs help if it has a visibly broken limb, is bleeding, has a dead parent nearby, 
or is hopelessly tangled in some manmade object.” He clearly states that in those situations, you should not help the 
animal yourself but contact a professional who can competently assess the situation and help the animal. 

Swinburne takes a more focused look and addresses human contact with manatees. Although he’s a naturalist, 
Swinburne looks at issues of human contact with manatees from a more personal perspective. He has had the 
opportunity to swim with the manatees, and he understands the fascination. He is so intrigued by manatees he violates 
his owns rules, as it says in the text, “The naturalist part of me says ‘Don’t touch,’ but to satisfy my human curiosity 
I reach out.” Swinburne also understands the dangers to manatees of human contact. He says “the interactions of 
touching manatees can alter their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas and making 
them susceptible to potential harm. When manatees are in colder water, they expend valuable energy just to keep 
warm. This leaves little energy left for other important body functions, such as digestion. Pursuing a manatee while 
diving, swimming, or boating may inadvertently separate a mother and her calf.” He also acknowledges how the 
numbers of people who want to interact with manatees creates a problem when he says “…if the thousands of people 
that search for manatees each year wanted to touch, rather than simply look at manatees, the pressure on the animals 
would be too much. ‘Look, but don’t touch’ may be the best way to mind your manatee manners.” 

Both Trott and Swinburne address the challenges human actions create for our wildlife friends and encourage people 
to recognize the importance of limiting themselves to admiration from afar. It is only through being responsible 
partners in the animals’ habitats that we will be able to enjoy wildlife for generations to come.

 

Possible Details to Include:
•	 Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 4-credit holistic rubric.
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GUIDE PAPER 1b
Score Point 4 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task 
and purpose (In nature, wildlife knows how to function on its own and doesn’t depend on the help of humans in 
order to function. In “Excerpt from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife,” Trott discusses how sometimes interferring 
with animals causes both people and the animals harm. In “Excerpt from Saving Manatees,” Swinburne 
argues that people should avoid touching manatees as it causes them harm. These two articles aim to warn 
people of the dangers that come with touching animals). The response demonstrates insightful analysis of 
the texts (These are specific examples of when you can interfere so as to teach people appropriate ways to 
help and when they can be applied; This quote demonstrates how insightful, young people view this issue 
to give a new perspective; This quote is an example of the possible reprecussions that come from touching 
manatees). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“Transferring 
a bird or other wildlife may disorient it or cause other problems.”; “You’ll know a wild animal needs 
help if it has a visibly broken limb, is bleeding, has a dead parent nearby, or is hopelessly tangled in 
some manmade object.”; when he brought up the question of if people should touch manatees to a group 
of fourth-graders, one student states that “Even though it was fun for us, I don’t think people should be 
allowed to swim with manatees or touch them because it disturbs their peacefulness.”; “touching manatees 
can alter their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas and making them 
susceptible to potential harm.”), and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The response exhibits 
clear organization, with the skillful use of appropriate and varied transitions to create a unified whole and 
enhance meaning (through giving examples, for instance, Moreover, Trott also states, tells a story then 
backs it up with evidence, For example, This quote demonstrates, Furthermore). The response establishes 
and maintains a formal style, using grade-appropriate, stylistically sophisticated language and domain-
specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice (Wrongful interference, teach people appropriate ways to 
help, give a new perspective, possible repercussions, natural instinct). The response provides a concluding 
statement that is compelling and follows clearly from the topic and information presented (Animals have a 
natural instinct that allows them to survive independently from humans. If people continue to touch animals 
without regard for the consequences, we may end up doing more harm than good, possibly causing the 
deaths of species). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors 
(interferring, interferrence, reprecussions).
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GUIDE PAPER 2b                       Additional

Score Point 4 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task 
and purpose (Matt Trott, the author of “Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife”, and Stephen R. Swinburne, the author 
of “Saving Manatees”, share a common goal through their writing: informing readers about the detriments 
of interfering in the natural behavior of animals without professional advice. Although Swinburne’s writing 
is more specific and zones in on one species, both have the same message for readers about the dangers of 
applying human judgement to animal behaviors). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of 
the texts (In both texts, the authors provide an example of human involvement in animal life, and explain 
how this could harm the animal in the long run. They educate readers on the dangers of interacting with 
animals, and support a common theme). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen details 
from the texts (“A recent car commercial depicts a couple ‘rescuing’ a bird from cold weather and driving 
it south...Transferring a bird or other wildlife may disorient it or cause other problems.”; “Some swimmers 
don’t understand how touching a manatee can be harmful to the animal...touching a manatee can alter 
their behavior in the wild, perhaps causing them to leave warm-water areas and making them susceptible 
to potential harm.”; “...in general, the best bet for your safety, and that of the animal involved, is to leave 
wildlife alone, whenever possible keeping them truly wild.”; “Wild animals remain wild when man does 
not interfere with their behavior.”), and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The response exhibits 
clear organization, with the skillful use of appropriate and varied transitions to create a unified whole and 
enhance meaning (Although, both have the same message, both use examples, provides another instance, 
Not only, Similarly, In both statements, Both explain). The response establishes and maintains a formal style 
using precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (the detriments of interfering in the natural behavior 
of animals without professional advice, zones in on one species, dangers of applying human judgement to 
animal behaviors, negative impacts of humans’ interference, educate readers on the dangers, explicitly 
state their conclusions, disrupt the creatures’ natural adaptations). The response provides a concluding 
statement that follows from the topic and information presented (Both explain that human interaction with 
animals may disrupt the creatures’ natural adaptations, summarizing the common message in both their 
passages). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors.
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GUIDE PAPER 3b

Score Point 4 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In both of the 
excerpts “Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” and “Saving Manatess” both of the authors bring up the same idea 
that we shouldn’t let people touch wild animals. People should just be looking at them without touching 
them and disturbing them. In the first execerpt they use examples to show how harmful doing this can be 
and in the second one they use Manatees as a example to show why we shouldn’t touch wildlife. They both 
have the same idea about keeping the wild, wild). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis 
of the texts (He says that if we do something to them you may be hurting them as that is something that is 
normal for the animal; This shows that we shouldn’t be touching or messing around with wildlife and the 
animals. These things may harm you and the animals. You may think that you are doing something kind and 
good although you are really harming the animals; People shouldn’t just interfer with them and play with 
them. They are a great thing in nature and we should just watch and observe how beautiful nature really 
is; Animals and the things that they do are special and we should just enjoy it instead or messing around 
with them). The response develops the topic with relevant, well-chosen details from the texts (“Generally, 
the best thing to do is leave the animal alone. This protects both you and the animal.”; “These are “hands-
on” examples of experts providing help when wildlife are in trouble, and they still both involve wildlife 
rehabilitators. Wildlife rehab is the answer for an injured animal. But, in general, the best bet for your 
safety, and that of the animal involved, is to leave wildlife alone, whenever possible keeping them truly 
wild.”; “I believe in the “no touch” policy when it comes to wild animals. Wild animals remain wild when 
man does not interfere with their behavior.”; ““Look, but don’t touch” may be the best way to mind your 
manatee manners. And besides, people actually have the most to gain by remaining at a distance when 
they spot a manatee in the water. By quietly observing manatees, snorkelers will get a rare opportunity to 
see the natural behavior of these unique animals.”), and sustains the use of varied, relevant evidence. The 
response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (In 
the first […] in the second, For example, This shows, So the we can see, also, This tells me). The response 
establishes but fails to maintain a formal style using precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (we 
shouldn’t be hands on with animals and we should just let them be, We can see these ideas pop up all over, 
we should just let the animals do there thing and we shouldn’t disturb them, we should just enjoy it instead 
or messing around with them, we should just let nature and the wildlife just do what they do). The response 
provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented (We can say that 
both of the authors in each of the excerpt agree with the general idea that we should just let nature and the 
wildlife just do what they do. People should just let them be and we shouldn’t disturb them. That is how we 
will be able to truly enjoy and experience nature). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command 
of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (Manatess, execerpt, a example, 
the authors message, so the we can, interfer, do there thing).
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GUIDE PAPER 4b
Score Point 3 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Both authors 
from “Exerpt from Keep the “Wild” in “Wildlife” and “Exerpt from Saving the Manatees” share a common 
goal. This common goal is to educate people on wild animals, and to keep them from touching, feeding, 
saving, or doing anything that could potentially harm them or their habitat). The response demonstrates 
grade-appropriate analysis of the texts [If somebody took an animal outside of their natural habitat for a 
prolonged amount of time, then the animal might get used to these conditions, and become dependant on 
them to survive; Take a house cat as an example. They cannot live on their own, because they never have. 
If you tried to put a housecat into the wild, it would probably (unfortunatly) get killed by a predator; if you 
swim with a manatee, even though you are having fun, the manatees sometimes are not. Try to think that you 
are a manatee, swimming, eating, sleeping, and suddenly you see a human just start to swim with you. You 
don’t know this person at all, you have no idea what they are doing, whether they are going to try to kill you 
or not, and you just want to be left alone. You probably woudn’t like that. This author is trying to tell us that 
leaving them alone is best]. The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts (“By trying 
to help wildlife, you might really be hurting them.”; “Wild animals remain wild when man does not interfere 
with their behavior.”; “Even though it was fun for us, I don’t think people should be allowed to swim with 
manatees or touch them because it disturbs their peacefulness.”), and sustains the use of relevant evidence, 
with some lack of variety. The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions 
to create a unified whole (Take this quote, Another quote, One more quote, In conclusion). The response 
establishes and maintains a formal style using precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (potentially 
harm them of their habitat, same end goal, educating the spreading awareness). The response provides a 
concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, both authors 
of these articles have the same end goal of educating and spreading awareness about the harm you can do 
when you disturb a wild animal, and sometimes just leaving them alone is best). The response demonstrates 
grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension 
(Exerpt, dependant, interfear, unfortunatly, woudn’t, punctuation).
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GUIDE PAPER 5b                       Additional

Score Point 3 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In “Excerpt 
from Keep the ‘Wild’ in Wildlife” and “Exceprt from  Saving Manatees”, a common goal is found between 
the authors of the articles. This common goal is keeping animals safe and out of harm by keeping humans 
away from them). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (Wild animals stay out of 
harm and safe when man does not interfere with them; swimming and touching manatees isn’t right and we 
need to stop doing that in order to let them maintain their state of peacefulness in the wild; the author wants 
to keep the animal safe by not letting humans interact with it, because they may accidentally or hurt the 
animal or themselves; This quote specifically tells us not to intercat with animals due to the possibility that 
we mayharm them or they may harm us). The response develops the topic with relevant details from the texts 
(“Wild animals remain wild when man does not interfere with their behavior.”; “I don’t think people should 
be allowed to swim with manatees or touch them because it disturbs their peacefulness.”; “Generally the 
best thing to do is leave the animal alone. This protects both you and the animal”; “In general, the best bet 
for your safety, and that of the animal involved, is to leave wildlife alone, whenever possible keeping them 
truly wild.”), and sustains the use of relevant evidence, with some lack of variety. The response exhibits 
clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (One example, Another 
example, My third example, My final example). The response establishes and maintains a formal style using 
precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (maintain their state of peacefulness, implies, Specifically, 
possibility). The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (Exceprt, 
they may accidentally or hurt the animal or themselves, intercat, mayharm, capitalization, punctuation). 
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GUIDE PAPER 6b

Score Point 3 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The common 
goal the authors of both articles have is to keep wildlife unharmed and safe in their own habitats. They 
want to maintane animals to live a “peaceful” life by not being harmed. By keeping wildlife safe, its 
best to leave it alone not only for your saftey, but also for the animal). The response demonstrates grade-
appropriate analysis of the texts (by leaving wildlife alone, it will help them to stay in their habitat and not 
somewhere else such as an animal shelter seeking help). The response develops the topic with relevant 
details from the texts (“Leave wildlife alone, whever possible keeping them truly wild.” and “I believe 
in the “no touch policy when it comes to wild animals.”), and sustains the use of relevant evidence, with 
some lack of variety. The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to 
create a unified whole (In paragraph 12, In paragraph one, The evidence shows, The details presented). 
The response establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use of language and domain-
specific vocabulary (unharmed and safe in their own habitats and you shouldn’t touch any wildlife no matter 
what). The response provides a concluding statement that follows from the topic and information presented 
(The details presented in both articles help support the main idea that all wildlife should stay protected. Not 
just manatees, but every animal). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, 
with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (maintane, saftey, whever, punctuation).  
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GUIDE PAPER 7b



Page 70

GUIDE PAPER 7c

Score Point 2 (out of 4 credits)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The goal from 
both texts is to leave animals alone and to not touch them but only observe. This is so we can keep ourselves 
and the animal safe and we don’t disturb them). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of 
the texts (people should just let animals live there life peacefully without being touched because we just 
be hurting them even more with out knowing. If people are so eager to see them then they can observe 
the animal from a good distance away. We might even get hit by the animal when trying to help. But if an 
animal was to be very injured and bloody then there should be a licensed wildlife rehabilitator called that 
know what there doing and will take care of the animal rightfully and with peace). The response develops 
the topic with relevant details from the texts (“Generally, the best thing to do is leave the animal alone. 
This protects both you and the animal; “By trying to help wildlife, you might really be hurting them; “Even 
though it was fun for us, I don’t think people should be allowed to swim with manatees or touch them 
because it disturbs there peacefulness.”; “Look, do not touch may be the best way to mind your manatees 
manners.”), and sustains the use of relevant evidence, with some lack of variety. The response exhibits some 
attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (In the text it stated, It also said, It also stated, 
To sum up). The response establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use of language 
and domain-specific vocabulary (take care of the animal rightfully and with peace). The response does not 
provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, 
with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (there peacefulness, manatees manners, live there 
life, we just be hurting them, with out, that know what there doing, capitalization, punctuation).
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GUIDE PAPER 8b                       Additional

Score Point 2 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (They both 
agree that you should not touch a animal in the wild). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension 
of the texts (You shouldn’t touch a animal in the wild). The response partially develops the topic of the essay 
with the use of some textual evidence (“by trying to help wildlife you might just be hurting them.”; “Your 
could also end up hurting you”; “I don’t think people should swim near mantees or touch them because it 
disturbes there peacefulness”; pursuiting a mantee can seperate a mother with it’s calf), and uses relevant 
evidence with inconsistency. The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of 
transitions (in the first article, It also states, In the second article, I Also staited). The response establishes 
but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use of language and domain-specific vocabulary. The 
response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented 
(The evidence from the text shows that both articles agree that animals in the wild sho be left alon). The 
response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension 
(a animal, your could, mantees, disturbes, there peacefulness, I Also staited pursuiting, seperate, it’s calf, 
alon, punctuation, capitalization).
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Score Point 2 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The common 
goal in these storys is that you can and should help wildlife just dont do it by yourself). The response 
demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (he made sure to include the part were it says he got a 
call and this is important because someone took care of the wildlife and just didnt touch them because 
it couldve harmed them). The response partially develops the topic of the essay with the use of some 
textual evidence (“That’s what Officer Richard Bare did when he received a call that some baby raccoons 
were orphaned after their mother was hit by a car. He took them to a wildlife rehabilitation facility.” and 
“These are “hands-on” examples of experts providing help when wildlife are in trouble, and they still both 
involve wildlife rehabilitators.”), some of which may be irrelevant (“Some swimmers don’t understand how 
touching a manatee can be harmful to the animal.”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, 
with inconsistent use of transitions (1 quote that proves this, Another quote, because it tells us). The response 
establishes but fails to maintain a formal style, with inconsistent use of language and domain-specific 
vocabulary (just dont do it by yourself, 1 quote, sometimnes doing things we like is bad). The response does 
not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with 
some errors that may hinder comprehension (storys, dont, the part were it says, didnt, couldve, exapmles, 
mian, sometimnes, capitalization, punctuation).
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Score Point 1 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (A common 
goal both of these authors of these articles have is to warn people about helping animals and interacting 
with their life). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (animals are able to do stuff 
on their own and dont need very much human attention to stay alive, animals have their own ways of staying 
alive and helping themself and sometimes helpng animals can actually hurt them; how not having enough 
knowledge about the animals and trying to help it could possibly hurt you and/or the animal aswell; it is best 
that you call in and leave it to the pros to save these animals in need). The response provides no evidence, 
or provides evidence that is completely irrelevant. The response exhibits little attempt at organization (The 
articles explain, the articles just say). The response lacks a formal style, using language that is imprecise 
for the texts and task (animals are able to do stuff). The response does not provide a concluding statement. 
The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not 
hinder comprehension (interacting with their life, dont, helping themself, helpng, aswell, punctuation).
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Score Point 1 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (the 
connecting ideas from each story is that leaving animals alone in their own habitats is the best way to let 
them live, and interrupting their cycle of life could be harmful to them). The response demonstrates little 
understanding of the texts. The response demonstrates an attempt to use evidence, but only develops ideas 
with minimal, occasional evidence (in the previous text, it explains how leaving the animals alone and 
letting them ‘stay wild’ is a suggested factor with wild animals to ensure that they are not acting in unnatural 
behavioural situations). The response exhibits no evidence of organization. The response lacks a formal 
style, using language that is imprecise for the texts and task (interrupting their cycle of life and unnatural 
behavioural situations). The response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates 
grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension 
(capitalization).
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Score Point 1 (out of 4 credits)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The common 
goal is just to leave animals in the wild alone so they can be with there habait.). The response demonstrates 
little understanding of the texts. The response provides evidence that is completely irrelevant (If you bother 
them they might end up doing something bad). The response exhibits no evidence of organization. The 
response lacks a formal style, using language that is imprecise for the texts and task. The response does not 
provide a concluding statement. The response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
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Score Point 0 (out of 4 credits)

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts or task (The common goal of the two 
articals both have animals interfering in them and they both tell us good things and bad things about both 
articals. Those are a couple thing that both of the articals have in common).
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Score Point 0 (out of 4 credits)

This response demonstrates a lack of comprehension of the texts or task (the Author is trying to save 
Manatees and keep them in the wild and not take them out of there habait).
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